
October 25,  2016

Welcome!
YUL Fall 
Meeting



Agenda
1. Welcome 

2. Introductions - new staff

3. Red & White Day Winners

4. Conference Report Lightning Rounds

Andrea Kosavic

Scott McLaren

Michael Moir

Amy Poon

Rob van der Bliek

5. Discussion on Conference reports

6. Update Jazz Event - Rob van der Bliek



Welcome to 
YUL!

Introducing….

Justin Ball Sessional - Night Supervisor 
24/5.  



Welcome to 
YUL!

Introducing….

Stephanie Duncan, 
Reference Librarian at 
Frost Library (Glendon 
campus)

Mona Elayyan, 
Reference and Instruction 
Librarian at Scott 
Research & Collections



Welcome to 
YUL!

Introducing….

Neil Livingston, 
GIS Reference 
Assistant/Coordinator
Map Library/Bibliographic 
Services

Bushra Shujaat, 
Administrative Secretary 
(interim)



Welcome to 
YUL!

Introducing….

Nola James Circulation/reserve Assistant 
and evening supervisor at Bronfman.



Challenge: 

● Have your department show up in Red & White
● Take a selfie of the group and post the picture





Conference 
Lightning 
Rounds

featuring

o Andrea Kosavic

o Scott McLaren

o Michael Moir

o Amy Poon

o Rob van der Bliek

Lightning rounds to address the following 
questions:

● What were your top 3 highlights from the 
conference and why?

● What did you hear that you feel is 
important for York University Libraries to 
know about from what you heard?

● Were there any ideas you think would be 
useful for YUL to explore.



Outstanding Early Career Award Lecture: Archives Unleashed: Unlocking Born-
Digital Sources through Interdisciplinary Collaboration
Ian Milligan

It is no longer possible to study history of 1990s and beyond without web 
archives

Library identified as a KEY contributor: Nick developed code to capture web 
archives that Ian used in his research

Nick contributed his code to Islandora (we use Islandora for our York University 
Digital Library)

Nick’s code allows our researchers and the broader York community to create 
d b hi

Kosavic, A.



Linked Open Data and Feminist Privacy: Rethinking Open Access Politics 
Through the Lens of Feminist Literary History
Emily Christina Murphy

We are cautioned to pause and consider closed or limited access to sensitive 
materials or to representations of private communities (feminist, indigenous)

For example, is it ethical to use a metadata schema that exposes someone’s 
pseudonym?

Emily calls for extended work on cultural access protocols

At YUL we should continue to be mindful in the way we share and describe our 
materials, and consider feminist and indigenous knowledges in our decision 

ki i thi
Kosavic, A.



Publishing and Marketing your Scholarly Book
ASPP, McGill-Queens, Athabasca, WLU

“No respectable scholarly publisher will publish an unrevised dissertation.”

Audience for dissertation is different than audience for the book: your committee 
is forced to read your dissertation...you need to compel readers to read your 
book

In a dissertation one must write as a student: privileging the ideas of others to 
show one is conversant with the discipline

A book is about YOUR ideas

In a book one should present as a scholar addressing other scholars
Kosavic, A.





Big Thinking
“The Power to Change: Leadership, Community 

and Resiliency”

Congress 2016 @ Calgary

Bliek



Congress 2016 @ Calgary

Little Thinking
“The Alexander Brott Fonds at Library 
and Archives Canada: A Window into 

Musical Life in Montreal”

Bliek



Archives of Ontario and Library & Archives Canada:  The Thaw Continues

After years of being confined to barracks, record number of delegates and 
presentations suggest a much stronger institutional activism

The importance of networks:

LAC working on a new blueprint for Canadian archives

AO moving toward a provincial documentation strategy

LAC and AO exploring a consortial approach to a national infrastructure for 

Eighty archivists with the Archives Association 
of Ontario and the Association for Manitoba 
Archives gathered in Thunder Bay on May 11 
to 13, 2016 to explore issues that are taboo, 
overlooked, or create discomfort or discord.  
Sort of like a staff meeting.



Recommendations of the TRC reverberate throughout the profession

We must do more to document disappearing languages, preserve oral history

Importance of community building, engaging the people who hold the stories

Atone for sins of settlers by forming partnerships with Indigenous groups who 
provide direction and permission

Importance of language:  terminology, personal names and place namesDescription and outreach can lead to discomfort and censorship

Thunder Bay exhibit about playgrounds ignored cultural appropriation to avoid 
controversy due to celebratory nature of project

At Lakehead U, photos of Finnish performers in blackface lead to question of 
whether they should be described in general terms to avoid drawing attention 
to images now considered offensive -- echoes of the John Arpin collection



Top 3 Highlights
1. Keynote by Emily Drabinski

2. Instruction methods other universities are using to    
engage students

3. Indigenizing Instruction

Amy Poon



What YUL should know
• Supporting Aboriginal students

Ideas for YUL
• Carve out a space where Indigenous values and knowledge are 
respected and be responsive to that

• Potential opportunities to collaborate with Aboriginal centres and  
services on campus

Amy Poon



Discussion in Groups

1. Round table introductions

1. What did you hear that piqued your interest? Why? 

1. What do you think we should pick up on? 

1. What aligns with our strategic plan/advances YUL? 



Discussion in Groups

What conversations should we have today that might 
advance action with some of these?



Jazz Event 
Update

Rob van der Bliek



YUL Dashboard

Created by Bill Denton

http://dashboard.library.yorku.ca/dashbo
ard/



The Year 
in review

Joy Kirchner



The year ahead
Observations
• Internal Structure
• Goals & Visioning process
• Reorganization
• Communication channels

Participation in major initiatives
• OCUL phase two
• Markham
• Campus strategic drivers – IIRP, 

UAP, budget 2015-2020

Silvia de Luque
http://www.flickr.com/photos/alhambra2006/4106623802/

Slide from October 2, 2015 Town Hall meeting



Observations
• Internal Structure
• Communication channels

“Creativity and human 
motivation does better 
with a structure.”

- DeEtta Jones

Jared Tarbell: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/generated/3152875826/in/



OCUL Initiatives
• Collaborative Futures 

phase 2

Shared next generation 
library services platforms

• Scholarsportal initiatives
(White papers scholarly 
communications; data 
management)



Markam Campus ~ 2020 

all the planning 
happens now

Future, innovative



Vision ahead



Opening the Academy…

©Taki Steve, used with permission under CC BY



open access models

repositories e-journals

working papers data banks

preprints

Open textbooks



Open Data
Open access to data not just papers

Data should be available in reusable 
forms (not tied up in pdfs for example) –

Data wants to be acted upon

Burgeoning of a new form of scholarship



Library publishing/Digital humanities/ digital 
scholarship

• OSPS

• Library Publishing Toolkit –
SUNY Geneseo

• Library Publishing Coalition

• ScholarsLab
http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/purduepress_ebooks/24/





People
strategic, leaders, experts, project 
managers, tapped into institution



Organizational Development
leadership training, sustainable, relevant/needed, 

operationalizing some roles, developing strategists



Culture
innovative, experimental, forward thinking

transparent, open, engaged, 

Today would add … team-based, strategic



Libraries as space
The Libraries as a space for discovery, 
stimulates creativity and critical inquiry



Where do we want to have primacy or 
where should we have primacy? 

Where do we want to lead or build 
reputation that aligns both with our 

institution and perhaps globally.

How do we focus our areas of primacy 
with limited resources?



Structure – Multiple Views

Strategic
View

Organization
Structure

Operational
View

Structure supports strategy!



Roadmap ahead (12 to 24 months) -

What does it encompass?

• Strategic planning (within next 
year)  Completed July 11, 2017

• Structural readjustment (near 
term) Current work

• Larger reorganization (over 24 
months)From November 17, 2015 All Staff 

presentation



The Year 
ahead 

Joy Kirchner



What did we do differently?
Structural: 
Communications & 
People

• Speakers Series
• YUL Update
• Monday Memo
• Strategic plan
• Collections Committee
• Engagement Task Group
• Emergency PreparednessTask 

Group
• Project planning

Strategic
Raising YUL’s Profile

• ARL/Wikipedia Summit
• Open Access & Open Data 

Steering Committee
• CARL Advancing Research 
• Awards
• URF - & Journal
• Markham ground work
• Capital program plan
• Preparing for SHARP



Structural 
readjustm
ent (near 
term)

Digital Scholarship 
framework & 
governance structure

Open Access & Open 
Data Steering 
Committee & working 
groups

Project Management 
& Leadership 
planning 

Demonstrating new 
models:

eg. 

Collections & Content 
Committee

Strategic planning 
process



Larger 
reorganization 

(over 24 
months)

• Restructuring design

• More targetted speaker events

− Ie. metadata summitt in November

− Joan Lippincott/CNI on space

• Communication plan

• Leadership training

• DJA Consultants hired

• Implementation process



Mapping to strategic planning 

EXAMPLE: 
From Strategic Plan:
(Values): We believe in fostering a 
sense of community, shared purpose, 
and belonging

(Organizational renewal theme V. 
Goal 1) Shape an engaging, 
rewarding and supportive workplace 
environment that supports our people 
to grow and learn in the evolving 
library landscape

Goals and Objectives

• Strategic planning process
• Project planning
• Employee engagement survey
• Staff introductions 
• New Staff orientations -

January 
• Monday Memo



UL’s Priorities 2016-2017+
BUDGET - SHARP PREPARATION
(Marketing Strategy important)

(From Strategic plan themes)

I.   Transformative Knowledge Infrastructure and 
Scholarly Content:

DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP FRAMEWORK
OPEN ACCESS/OPEN DATA WORK
RESEARCH ALIGNMENT
INDIGENEITY

II. Student Learning and Success:

LEARNING COMMONS RE-ENVISIONED/ 
ELEARNING

III.  Inspired Spaces:

RENOVATION - CAPITAL PROGRAM 
PLAN/
FUNDING RAISING

IV. Community Engagement:

MARKHAM

V. Organizational Renewal

RESTRUCTURING PROCESS
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
COMMUNICATION IMPROVEMENTS



Budget - Moving into SHARP

Importance of:

• Marketing Strategy
• Value metrics
• Compelling stories to 

demonstrate our value

Strategy

• One goal from every 
unit/area to address this

• 5 stories by February
• New data driven metrics
• Assessment strategy



Next Steps
Strategic plan roll out

● 2 - 3 goals by early December
● Actions to support goals
● Metrics to benchmark success

Restructuring design launch
December



Reflection for 
Subsequent 

Action

1. During today’s conversations …

What intrigued or energized you?

Where did you have questions? 

Where did you feel most challenged?

2. What do you think it will take to 
move forward?


